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!!!
The Gift of RE:Visioning !!
RE:Visioning is a powerful method for eliminating harmful subconscious 
programming of any kind. The process is easy to do and ideal for the heart-
centered visionary who longs to bring their gifts to the world in a bigger way, but 
struggles with financial limitation.!!!!
You can use the RE:Visioning process to help you ...!!
√ !Eliminate negative, subconscious programming about money.!

√ !Set up a new operating system around abundance. !

√ !Take effective, integrated action to earn the money you need. !

√ Transform your relationship to Money, Service and Success!

√ !Swiftly transform your money conversation to one that serves the !
! highest GOOD of all … including you!!

√ !Effectively do what you came here to do, without undermining your !
! efforts, and thrive in the process!!
!!!
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INTRODUCTION!!
Congratulations! If you are here it’s because you are ready to transform your relationship 
to money in a way that allows you to serve to a greater capacity, while enjoying financial 
stability and success with your heart-centered business.!!
When you Re:Vision your inner programming, it lets you shed subconscious beliefs, 
attitudes and emotions that no longer serve you. By doing this you naturally align more 
truly with YOU, so you can bring your Soul Purpose Calling more fully into material form 
here on Planet Earth.!!
This document contains all the information you’ll need to REview, REvise and Transform 
your Inner Vision of money, service and success. I’ve designed RE:Visioning to help you 
ensure your subconscious “programming” is aligned with growing a business that supports 
you while serving others. !!
When you commit yourself to the 6 Steps of the RE:Visioning process, you can eliminate 
the inner causes of chronic financial struggle. This, in turn, eliminates poor business and 
financial choices so that you can step forward into your business (and your life) with 
greater confidence and greater impact.!!
So if you’ve been tolerating limited success, have felt frustrated over your lack of forward 
momentum, or have a sense that something is blocking you from connecting your Soul 
Purpose with your work in the world … you are going to LOVE this process!  !!
Let’s get started ...!!!
SUPPLIES!!
In order to do the RE:Visioning process, you’ll need the following:!!

A willingness to commit to at least 90 days !
A journal & writing instrument!
About 15 minutes of quiet time as you drift off to sleep each night!
About 10 minutes of privacy and space each morning.!
A way to record your RE:Vision statements (suggestions below) !
A way to listen to your RE:Vision statements each night (iTunes app on your phone 
or iPad will work)!
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!!
STEPS!!
There are 6 steps to the RE:Visioning process. Each is important and together, they allow 
you to integrate your new, positive programming on all levels: Spirit, Mind & Body.!!!
Step 1: RE:Member!!
For Step 1 you’ll need a journal to write in and some quite time to reflect. Draw a line 
vertically down the center of a blank page. You now have two columns. At the top of the 
left column write: Former Belief. At the top of the right column write: Reframe. (Note: you 
may need to do this on more than one page.)!!
Now, under the left hand column begin writing down any statements you tend to think or 
say to yourself about money, or your business, or what it takes to succeed, or anything 
else that may be negatively impacting your experience of success in the world. (Positive 
statements aren’t necessary here since these are the statements you’ll be RE:Framing.)!!
If you find yourself stuck, initially, and cannot come up with any, you can begin by 
reviewing the Ineffective Business Mindsets and Unexamined Money Mantras provided in 
my book, Spirit, Mind & Money (Chapters 7 & 8, respectively). The Former Beliefs your 
write down may include some that are more common, like “money doesn’t grow on trees,” 
or “get a good job and work hard if you want to get ahead.” But keep in mind that your 
subconscious programming about money can run much deeper and be more subtle. !!
For example, if you grew up in a household where the adults fought over money, you may 
have an “imprint” that’s non-verbal, but could equate to something like: “Danger! Anger! 
Fear!” translated to: “money is dangerous.” You may also carry old soul agreements or 
religious-based dogma that does not support your work. Things like: “worldly success is a 
spiritually inferior goal” or “If I focus on marketing, sales or ‘business stuff’ too much it will 
take me away from my heart” or “I don’t care about the money that much, I just need 
enough to get by.”!!
Whatever it is, whether it makes sense or not – and whether you still have some belief in it 
on a conscious level or not – if the feeling or words are likely to stand between your ability 
to make enough money to thrive financially and professionally … write it down!!!
It’s a good idea to give yourself several “sittings” to complete step 1, because what you’ll 
find is that as you stir up your subconscious, more memories may come to you. AND, !!
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thanks to bringing your awareness to your habits of thought, you will probably notice 
additional statements, feelings and impression over the course of a week or so as well.!!!
Step 2: RE:Frame!!
Once you feel complete with your left column list of former beliefs, it’s time to begin 
reframing them into positive statements. You can begin with the reframes provided in my 
book, Spirit, Mind & Money (Chapter 11). Let’s have a look as some other examples:!!

“Money doesn’t  grow on trees”  >>>  “I invest a portion of my money wisely in 
order for it to grow and grow over time.”!

“Money is dangerous”  >>>  “Money is a neutral energy. I am at peace with 
money in my life.”!

“Material pursuits are inferior to spiritual pursuits”  >>>  “I am a Spirit in a Body. 
My material stability and success supports my spiritual service.”!

“I just need enough money to get by” >>>  “The more abundantly money flows to 
me and grows with me, the more abundantly I can help and serve others.” !

!!
Step 3: RE:Cord!!
Once you’ve written Reframes for all of your Former Beliefs, it’s time to record your 
Reframes. Read each reframe 3 times before moving on to the next one.!!
I’d recommend you make your recording about 30 minutes long (20 minutes is okay if you 
tend to fall asleep as soon as your head hits the pillow.) So if you need to reread through 
all of your Reframes several times, that’s fine.!!
A note on recording: The recording function on your smartphone is the simplest way to 
create your RE:Vision audio. If you do not have a smartphone (or a record function on your 
phone, have heart, there’s an easy, free solution online! Simply search “free conference 
calling services.” These services allow you to set up an account, dial into the number with 
your phone, apply the “record” function using their website interface, and start talking on 
your phone. Once you’ve completed reading through your Reframes, hit the stop button 
and download the recording!!
!!
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Step 4: RE:Vision!!
Once you’ve completed your recording, you are ready to begin RE:Programming your 
subconscious mind. Yay!!!
Each night, after you are in bed and ready to turn out the lights, turn your RE:Vision audio 
on. Next, drift off to sleep as the recording plays until complete. Do this every night for at 
least 90 nights. !!
Please keep in mind that this is not something you can accomplish within a brief or 
periodic timeframe. After all, you are replacing subconscious thought forms that may well 
have been in place for decades, or even lifetimes!!!!!
Step 5: RE:Move!!
When you wake up in the morning, you are going to take a few minutes to embody your 
reframes through movement. The ideal way to do this is to do some gentle yogic asanas 
while listening to and repeating – out loud – your reframes. !!
If you don’t know any yoga poses, you can simply use gentle stretching, or vigorous 
movement like a brisk walk, marching in place, or engaging your arms in wide-arc 
stretching. The idea with Step 2 is to waken your body with the same affirming statements 
that carried you to sleep the night before. Do this so that your Reframes become the 
transitioning awareness between your waking and sleeping states.!!
If you don’t have a full 30 minutes in the mornings to go through the entire cycle of 
reframes, simply listen to a different 5 or 10 minute segment each morning. Whatever 
amount of time you dedicate to this is better than skipping it, so commit yourself to the full 
transformation now, knowing you may, on some mornings, have only 3 minutes to devote 
to it. Give yourself permission!!!!!!!!!!!
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Step 6: RE:Claim!!
Step 6 calls forth your Warrior Spirit! I’m using the term “warrior” here in the sense of being 
courageous, vigilant and willing to combat self-limitation. This is much the way Buddhists 
use the term “Spiritual Warrior” to refer to one who ‘combats’ ignorance (avidya), which is 
considered the universal enemy to enlightenment. !!
You will want to perform Step 6 each and every time you catch yourself falling back into 
Former Belief habits of thought (statements from your left column list).!!
Whenever those old thought arise, you are going to immediately go into an intense and 
active breathing to “fire up” your system. (Called “Breath of Fire” in Kundalini yoga).!!!
Here’s How You Do It …!!
Close your mouth, inhale through your nostrils fully and completely, then exhale forcefully 
and quickly through your nose 5-10 times, quickly inhaling in-between each exhalation. !!
While you are doing this rapid-fire breathing, engage your imagination to see those 
“stinkin’ thinkin’” thoughts leaving you through the nostrils and dissipating quickly with the 
exhales. In other words, you are literally forcing the negative thought forms out through 
your nose with the breathe.!!!
Next … !!
Inhale one more deep breath, raise your arms out so they are angled upward at about a 
45º angle from your shoulders, lift and broaden your chest, and then …. R O A R! !!
Yep, you read that right, ROAR. Like a lion :) Roar like the I AM, Eternal, Powerful BEING 
that you truly are! Step 6 is designed for you to RECLAIM your sovereign right to your own 
thoughts and feelings – rather than those programmed into you by society when you were 
too young to choose.!!

(Now I realise that if you are in the middle of a public space, breaking into Breath of 
Fire before a giant roar may not be the best thing to do! You don’t want to frighten 
children or have onlookers dialling 911 because they think you’re having a seizure!)!!!!
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So when you do find those Former Beliefs arising in a public place (and they will), you can 
take one deep breath and then, as you exhale, do it forcefully but discretely while seeing 
or sensing those thoughts rush out and away from your entire being. When I do this, I tend 
to sense this more than visualise it. Do what works best for you. !!!!
COMMITMENT!!
There you have it, 6 Steps to RE:Visioning your life from the inside out. The only thing left 
is your commitment to the process. I’m confident that when you apply this process 
consistently and lovingly for 90 days, you will have a different relationship to your business 
and your vision for your future. And of course, using the RE:Visioning process will let you 
increase your ability to ... !!
√  Receive Money more abundantly!

√  Provide Service more generously!

√  Expand Success more easily!!
!!!
NOW …!!
Ready to Take Your Heart-Centered Calling from Vision to Success?!!
I offer a limited number of 30 minute visioning sessions each month. This (very) small 
investment assessment calls can help you take the next step to success with clarity and 
confidence! With just a few short minutes, I can quickly get to the bottom of any tangle 
holding you back right now, then help you make a few minor tweaks that can have a 
MAJOR impact on your work success … and satisfaction!!!

Lock in your 30 minute, 1:1 call with Dawn today! 
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